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Executive Summary
The globalization of aerospace and defense industries drives large volumes of product
performance and behavior modelling and simulation work into geographically distributed teams
and into the supply chain. Teams within an organization and in the supply chain each need to
use the “best in class” software workbench and specialist tools for their domain and each may
have a separate data repository. They must share and exchange elements of modelling and
simulation technical data together with data that defines the collaboration context (which can be
summarized as “who”, “what”, “where”, “when”, “how” and “why”) whilst protecting intellectual
property and maintaining export controls.
The modelling and simulation technical data and collaboration context data are used to justify
change decisions and to validate the product throughout the product life-cycle. Whilst there are
already mature standards for exchange of modelling and simulation technical data (e.g. other
STEP AP standards), these either do not include traceability to the systems engineering and
product/simulation lifecycle context, or are inefficient for data sharing.
MoSSEC, coupled with existing technical standards, will enable competitive and robust product
development in global teams, where modelling and simulation data are fully traceable to
PLM/SLM references, enabling quick validation of design changes in any phase of the product
life-cycle.
Each life-cycle phase has its own engineering problems to solve involving different types of
information and modelling and simulation data at different levels of maturity. However each
phase has similar generic process steps throughout which they need to establish the traceability
of their information and data across domains, organizations and platforms. These process steps
are:
 Initiate: What was done before, compared to what needs to be done
 Prepare: Identify and share inputs, process, actors
 Perform: Generate and share results, assumptions etc.,
 Adapt: Identify, plug, authenticate - suitable alternative
 Review: View, Interrogate, approve results, assumptions etc.
 Integrate: Identify with respect to systems breakdown. Use interfaces to assemble, dissemble,
synthesize
 Evaluate: Navigate from overview to detail, compare, record decisions with justifications and
approval
The need for cross-platform traceability means that platforms and tools will potentially need to
be able to trace information across many other platforms and tools. Using custom interfaces
between each platform/tool is not a scalable or maintainable scenario; therefore a standard
interface is needed for this type of information.
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The stakeholders and their needs can be summarized as:









Systems Engineers and Architects
o Cross-domain/platform/organization collaborative traceability of information and
data
Modelling and Simulation Specialists
o Plug-and-play best in class modelling and simulation capabilities
Method and Tool Architects
o Efficient integration, maintenance, migration and obsolescence of methods and
tools
Capability Vendors
o Standard way to push/pull information to/from all platforms, so enabling plug-andplay of their capability
Platform Vendors
o Share and exchange of information and data with other platforms and capabilities
without bespoke interfaces
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1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose of this document
The goal of this document is to identify the industry-wide business problems related to modelling
and simulation in a collaborative systems engineering context.
The globalization of aerospace and defense industries drives large volumes of product
performance and behavior modelling and simulation work into geographically distributed teams
and into the supply chain. This modelling and simulation data is used to justify change decisions
and to validate the product throughout development, certification and in-service. The MoSSEC
standard enables a proper exchange and sharing of modelling and simulation data with
traceability to its systems engineering and product data management [PDM] context. This
enables competitive and robust product development in global teams, where modelling and
simulation data is fully traceable to the PDM referential, and enabling quick validation of next
design changes, whether in concept, product development or in-service phases.
The MoSSEC standard is agnostic of the type of modelling and simulation, and it is the intention
that the modelling and simulation data will continue to be exchanged with the technical
standards in use today, and MoSSEC will provide the standard for the context information for
this data. This context information can be summarized as “who”, “what”, “where”, “when”, “how”,
“why”.
This document does not provide the financial business case for MoSSEC. This is dependent on
the organization or company context, with strong dependencies on the IT infrastructure and
policies.

1.2 Technical Context
For many years, industry sectors like Automotive, Aerospace, Construction, and Nuclear have
been investigating new ways to manage their Modelling and Simulation (M&S) assets and to
increase the effectiveness of their analysis engineering activities. The maturity of Simulation
Data Management (SDM) technology and tools (part of a global approach known as Product
Life-cycle Management PLM) has enabled several companies to deploy tools and methods to
capture traceability of their simulation processes and related data. These companies now need
to connect their SDM environments to M&S partner environments, to operate in a global
Extended Enterprise context, while preserving the Intellectual Property (IP) of the models they
exchange.
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1.3 Intended Audience
Intended Audience

Value Proposition

Systems Engineers and
Architects

Understanding how MoSSEC can provide Modelling and
Simulation with systems engineering context information
across domains, platforms and organizations

Modelling and Simulation
Specialists

Understanding how MoSSEC will help them provide systems
engineering context information as part of their modelling and
simulation activities, and similarly understanding how they can
use context information provided by others.

Method and Tool Architects
Capability Vendors
Platform Vendors

Understanding how MoSSEC will help in standardizing crossplatform interfaces

1.4 Structure
This document is structured into the following chapters:








Chapter 2 MoSSEC in Collaborative Platforms Architecture
o Describes business architectures for using MoSSEC business objects and
service, and the architecture for the MoSSEC standard within the proposed ISO
10303 future architecture.
Chapter 3 Problem statements
o Describes the common collaboration problems across the different phases of
systems engineering
Chapter 4 Global Process
o Describes the common process steps used across the different phases of
systems engineering
Chapter 5 Business Scenario Description
o Describes each of the common process steps in terms of a business scenario
following the AIA EEIC [1] guidelines [2].
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2. MoSSEC in Collaborative Platforms Architecture
2.1 Collaborative Platforms Scenario
The globalization of aerospace and defense industries drives large volumes of product
performance and behavior modelling and simulation work into geographically distributed teams
and into the supply chain as illustrated in Figure 1 below. The top half of the image shows an
Original Equipment Manufacturer [OEM] that has three teams each using the “best in class”
platform and specialist tools for their domain, and each having a separate data store. These
teams need to share and exchange both modelling and simulation technical data and
collaboration context data. The bottom half of the image shows that the OEM is part of an
extended enterprise that includes partners and suppliers in different countries. Again these have
their own platform, specialist tools and data store and need to share and exchange technical
and collaboration context data with the added security complications e.g. property rights [IPR],
firewalls and export controls.

Figure 1 Globalization with multiple organizations, teams and platforms

The companies agree on the context for their collaboration which is represented by the wide
dark blue arrows. Within this context the Collaboration and Technical Data is shared and
exchanged (represented by the narrow arrows), which allows the connection and control of the
SDM dataset and global processes. It is the intention that the modelling and simulation data will
continue to be exchanged with the technical standards in use today, and MoSSEC will provide
10
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the standard for the context information. Together they enable the distributed dataset, as
illustrated in Figure 2 below.
Modelling and Simulation data
 Managed in the PLM/M&S systems
 Exchanged with technical standards

Collaborative SE context data
 Managed by MoSSEC Compliant Tools
 Exchanged with MoSSEC services

Together they enable the distributed dataset
Figure 2 Modelling and Simulation Data plus MoSSEC Collaboration Data

2.2 Collaborative Platforms Architecture
A possible collaborating platforms architecture for sharing and exchange of data between
domains, platforms and organizations is illustrated in Figure 3 below. The most suitable
architecture for collaboration will depend on collaboration context.

Figure 3 Possible architecture for Cross-domain and Cross-organization platform collaboration
with MoSSEC structured information and services (shown as green arrows)
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Starting from the bottom up on Figure 3, the architecture illustration shows the individual domain
platforms, operated as normal by modelling and simulation specialists, and storing their data in
a local repository or shared vault.
Unseen by the users, the domain platforms have a MoSSEC interface enabling them to share
and exchange data with other platforms using MoSSEC services (shown as green arrows).
However the platform could make this context data available to the users allowing them better
understand the purpose of their task and so make improved decisions. The data would be a
combination of technical Modelling and Simulation data in a suitable standard format, and
context data in MoSSEC format. The illustration also includes a data bus to manage the
platform addressing.
In addition the illustration shows an internal collaboration hub with user interface enabling users
such as architects and systems integrators to access the data from multiple platforms.
The orange dashed line represents the boundary between the internal collaboration and
collaboration with partners and suppliers. A second hub is located outside the boundary and is
the only permitted channel from outside to inside the firewall. This is to control access to internal
domain data and so protect intellectual property (IP) which would be at risk if any external
application was allowed access. A similar architecture would be configured in the Supplier and
Partner organizations with the Hub acting as a repository for data between the organizations.
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3. Problem statements
The different phases of systems engineering each have their own engineering problems to solve
involving different types of information and data at different levels of maturity. However they all
need to establish the traceability of that data through the system lifecycle and evolution.

Figure 4 Systems Engineering V-cycle phases

Some typical types of information and data managed and traced by the v-cycle phases are:












Business/Mission Analysis: Problems and opportunities; solution space; potential
solutions; decisions, rationale and assumptions.
Stakeholder Needs and Requirement Definition: Stakeholder expectations, goals,
needs; value drivers; quantified objectives. All providing traceability for the stakeholder
requirement definitions
System Requirement Definition: Operations / operational needs; system requirements
Architecture Design: study management; requirement cascade and emergence;
interfaces; architectures; assumptions and decisions.
Design definition: interfaces; requirements; physical, functional, and logical models
System Analysis: methods and tools; simulation models; performance, behavior,
feasibility, sensitivity results
Integration: physical, functional, logical models linked to architecture and requirements.
Verification: architecture, system requirements satisfaction, verification and evidence;
procedures; reviews; test results and reports.
Transition: stakeholder requirements, operations, architecture
Validation: architecture, stakeholder requirements satisfaction, verification and
evidence; procedures; reviews; test results and reports
13
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3.1 Traceability across domains, platforms and organizations
There are mature PLM platforms in the marketplace that manage traceability, however the
distinguishing feature of the traceability problem statements targeted by MoSSEC is the need
for traceability between domains, between platforms and between organizations.
There are many problem statements that involve traceability questions or directives. These
questions/directives can be illustrated using the table below:
Table 1 Problem statements
should be

used

was

sent

should be

used

Product definition version

was

sent

Requirement version

that should be

used

Methodology/process/tool

that was

sent

Person/team/organization

used

Assumption

sent

Analysis result

used for this

What

This
What is the
delta of the
Where was this
Why was this

for this

for this

decision/rationale
for this

for a

If there is a
change to this

…more…

assumption
requirement verification
study
component

Technology
Prove that the
right

simulation/analysis

was used
was sent

for this

…more…

what does it impact?
what is the impact on this

For example:











(Who) What organization was used for this simulation/analysis?
What requirement version should be used for this behavior analysis assessment
This method/tool should be used for this requirement verification.
(How) What method/tool was used for this simulation?
What is the delta of the product definition that should be sent for this simulation?
Where was this assumption used for a decision?
Why was this technology used for this component?
Prove that the right analysis result was used for this assumption.
If there is a change to this requirement version what does it impact?
This behavior simulation model should be used for this breakdown element (of this
architecture, with these interfaces and these operational scenarios).
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Other traceability questions/directives that do not fit into the above table include:




Change proposal/Impact Analysis: If change C was made to Product definition version P
it is expected to improve performance Y
Multiple links: The Simulation analysis result S showed that Product definition version P
met requirement R with a margin of M and that margin has an uncertainty of U.
System Integration: What sub-system behavior simulation models should be used to
build an integrated system behavior simulation model and how do they interface
together?

The problems are characterized by:
 The need to understand the links between “things” both for planning (e.g. what should be
used), and for pedigree (e.g. what was used),
 The need to push (what should be sent) and pull (what should be used) to/from another
domain/platform/organization.
 In addition to tangible “things” like the product definition (e.g. what geometry was used)
and methods and tools, “things” also include intangibles like assumptions, decisions,
uncertainties i.e. who, what, where, when, how and why.
To achieve this traceability, all the domains, platforms and organizations need to be able to
share and/or exchange this type of information associated to the technical data (e.g. Geometry,
Finite Element, Functional behavior files) which already have well established standards for
exchange.

3.2 Cross-Organization additional issues
Cross organization traceability adds security issues to the problems, with the need to assure
security of information (IPR) and the need to cross company firewalls.

3.3 Cross-Platform Standard Interfaces
The need for cross-platform traceability means that platforms and tools will potentially need to
be able to trace information across many other platforms and tools. Using custom interfaces
between each platform/tool is not a scalable or maintainable scenario; therefore a standard
interface is needed for this type of information (who, what, where, when, how and why).
Typical problem statements are:




Modelling and Simulation Specialist: I want to change my process to call the latest
capability from my platform without having to wait for someone to integrate it
Project Manager: I want to use development process information in my programme
scheduling tool.
Method and Tool Architect: I want platforms and tools to be able to communicate using
an internationally recognized standard so that I do not have to maintain a multitude of
platform interfaces, and am not tied into one platform.
15
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Archivist: I want to be able to archive the technical data with its context and decision
data using international standards so that it can be read and utilized in the future by the
platforms that will be in use at the time
Capability Vendor: I want engineers to be able to plug my new capability into their
platform without my having to write an interface to that platform
Platform Vendor: I want to use my valuable software development team to enhance the
platform rather than spend time developing interfaces.

16
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4. Global Process
The Global Process concentrates on the process for users (e.g. Systems Engineers, Architects
and M&S Specialists). Other stakeholders (e.g. M&T architects, Capability and Platform
vendors) have significant input in the “Adapt” part of the Global Process.
As explained in Chapter 3 Problem statements the different phases of systems engineering
each have their own engineering problems involving different types of information and data.
However each phase has the same processes steps shown in Figure 5 below.
Initiate: What was done
before, compared to
what needs to be done

Prepare: Identify and
share (push pull)
inputs, process, actors

Perform: Generate &
share (push pull) results,
assumptions etc.

Adapt: Identify, plug,
authenticate - suitable
alternative

Review: View,
Interrogate, approve
results, assumptions etc

Evaluate: Navigate
from overview to
detail, compare,
record decisions with
justifications and
approvals

Integrate: Identify wrt
systems breakdown. Use
interfaces to assemble,
dissemble, synthesise

Steps performed at each stage;
at transitions between stages;
at transitions between layers.

Figure 5 Common Process Steps for all phases of Systems Engineering

.
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5. Business Scenario Description
In this chapter each step from Chapter 4 Global Process is elaborated as a business scenario
according to the AIA EEIC approach described in Appendix A where a business scenario
defines a required capability in terms of process, information flow, IT services, with commercial,
legal or other constraints.

5.1 Initiate Collaborative Modelling and Simulation
5.1.1 Description
Initiating collaborative modelling and simulation includes:





Identifying if the modelling and simulation has been done before, or if something similar
has been done before. Then understanding the:
o Difference in the inputs (e.g. versions, types, quality)
o Difference in the expected results
o Difference in the methodology to produce the results.
Identifying the collaborator for the modelling and simulation, these could be people,
teams or organizations.
Confirming the collaboration architecture, i.e. which are the collaborating platforms,
where are they located and therefore confirming the where the information and data is
pushed, and where pulled.

Typical problem statements covered by this scenario are:



What method/process/tool should be used for calculating these types of results?
When previously calculating these type of results what:
o method/process/tool was used
o types of input were used
o person/domain/organization was used
o quality that was achieved
o assumptions were used

The MoSSEC standard is intended to capture all of the above types of context information.

5.1.2 Justification
In order to have efficient modelling and simulation, it is important to be able to recognize if
something similar has been done before, and if the process/method/tools can be re-applied in
the new instance. In order to make this decision it is necessary to understand the differences in
the inputs and the expected outcomes from the process.
18
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5.1.3 Scenario initiation
Systems engineers need some information or results from modelling and simulation that
requires collaboration between platforms, domains and organizations.

5.1.4 Actors and roles of participants
The Actors and roles in this scenario are:




Systems engineers
 managing the system evolution through modelling and simulation
The platform used by system engineers
 providing access to information and data on platforms used by specialists
The platforms used by Modelling and Simulation Specialists
 Providing access to context information for the modelling and simulation task in
order for experts to assist with the choice of suitable simulations.
 Providing access to information and data about the modelling and simulation for
the systems engineer’s platform

5.1.5 Sequence of events within activity
The sequence of events for this scenario is:
1. Identify the type of information or results that are needed. The types could be many and
varied depending on the location of the collaborative work in the v-cycle. See Chapter 3
for some examples.
2. For the type, search for when results of these types (or similar) have been generated
before
3. For the previous results, see the inputs that were used, who did it, what
method/tool/process they used, etc.
4. Understand the expected differences (at meta-data level, not detailed content) between
what was done previously and what is expected this time.
5. Confirm the choice of collaborators and of the expected results/information (note:
scheduling and resource availability is out of scope for this scenario). This leads to
confirmation of the collaboration architecture, i.e. which are the collaborating platforms
and where are they located, therefore confirming where the information and data is
pushed, and where pulled.
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5.1.6 Internal decision points
If the exact types of information/results have not been generated before, or the differences are
too large, then the systems engineer will need to decide on the closest approximation to the
type and plan risk mitigation.

5.1.7 Information flows
The information flows in this scenario are:








Identification of the Method/process/tool that:
o was used for generating some actual results
o that could be used to generate a type of result
o that is the preferred for generating a type of result
Identification of the inputs that were used when generating some actual results.
Identification of the type of inputs, and their restrictions (e.g. allowable range) by
selected method/process/tool when generating type of results
o Inputs could be e.g. models, requirements, assumptions
Identification of the type of person/domain/organization who should be used when
generating type of results
Identification of the collaborators who will be generating the results

5.1.8 Scenario results
The results from the scenario are that when the activity is launched:



The systems engineer has the confidence there is a collaborator who will be able to
deliver the expected information and results.
The modelling and simulation specialist has confidence that a fit for purpose simulation
will be requested.

5.1.9 Exception Handling
Not applicable to this scenario

5.1.10 Performance Requirements and Server Level Agreements
Not applicable to this scenario

20
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5.2 Prepare Collaborative Modelling and Simulation
5.2.1 Description
Preparation for collaborative modelling and simulation includes:





Identifying the inputs (and versions) that should be used, and in which
platform/domain/organization they reside.
Notifying the collaborating specialists responsible for the modelling simulation about the
expected results, and the location of the inputs
Depending on the collaborative architecture, either pushing or pulling the inputs into the
collaborators’ platforms.
Identifying additional specialist inputs.

Typical problem statements covered by this scenario are:


What inputs (e.g. product definition version, requirement version) should be sent
[pushed] or used [pulled] for this modelling and simulation

The MoSSEC standard is intended to capture all of the above types of context information, and
provide standard services to push/pull the information and data.

5.2.2 Justification
When exchanging or sharing information and data from disparate sources for a particular task it
is important to be able to maintain traceability on what was exchanged or shared for that task,
and to do this without bespoke translators for that traceability. This is needed for the purpose of
identifying the inputs and then sharing or exchanging them with collaborators.

5.2.3 Scenario initiation
The scenario is initiated when the a decision is made to launch some collaborative modelling
and simulation work having decided what needs to be done. The types of inputs needed for the
work are known, and the collaborators have been identified.

5.2.4 Actors and roles of participants
The Actors and roles in this scenario are:




Systems engineers
 managing the system evolution through modelling and simulation
 Identifying the inputs.
The platform used by system engineers, depending on the collaboration architecture
either:
21
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a) Pushing the information and data to the platforms used by collaborators
b) Pushing the locations/identifiers for the information and data to the platforms
used by collaborators
c) Notifying the platforms used by collaborators of the task to be done so that they
can pull the information and data
The platforms used by collaborators, depending on the collaboration architecture either:
 Receiving and Organizing the pushed information and data according to the local
data model
 Receiving and Organizing the pushed information and data locations/identifiers
so they can be pulled into the local platform on demand
 Acting on a task notification to pull input locations and using these to pull and
organize information and data into the local platform on demand.
Collaborating Modelling and Simulation Specialists
 Analyzing the task and inputs and associating additional specialist information
and data

5.2.5 Sequence of events within activity
The contracts, access rights and other security and trust issues associated with sharing and
exchange of information are out of scope for this scenario. The sequence of events for this
scenario is:
1. The systems engineer uses the input types identified in the “Initiate” scenario to assist in
locating the information and data for the collaborative work. The input types could be
many and varied depending on the location of the collaborative work in the v-cycle. See
Chapter 3 for some examples. The inputs could be located on other platforms in other
domains or organizations.
2. The systems engineer launches the collaborative work, instructing their platform to notify
the collaborators.
a. Depending on the collaboration architecture, this could trigger the platform to
push information and data (or information and data locations) to the collaborators
platform.
3. The modelling and simulation specialists receive notification for their part of the
collaborative work in their platform.
a. Depending on the collaboration architecture, this could also include information
and data (or information and data identifiers/locations) sent from the system
engineer’s platform.
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4. If the collaboration architecture uses the pull approach, the collaborator’s platform will
use the identifiers to pull the information and data into the platform.
5. The modelling and simulation specialists analyse the requested work and inputs,
associating any additional information and data needed to complete the task but not
provided by the systems engineer. This information and data could remain private in the
specialists platform, or be shared with the systems engineer’s platform. If it is to be
shared, the sharing could be done at this point in the scenario or during the “Perform”
scenario.

5.2.6 Internal decision points
The systems engineer decides on which versions of the inputs are to be used for the
collaborative modelling and simulation.
The collaborating modelling and simulation specialist decides on what additional specialist
information and data to associate to their part of the collaborative modelling and simulation.

5.2.7 Information flows
The information flows in this scenario are:



Notifications from the systems engineer’s platform to the collaborators platforms.
Between systems engineer’s platform and collaborators platform, depending on the
collaboration architecture and privacy policy:
o Identifiers for inputs
o Input information and data for inputs pushed/pulled
o Information on the expected results (e.g. type, maturity, format, methodology to
use)
o Additional specialist inputs pushed/pulled

5.2.8 Scenario results
The results from the scenario are:




The systems engineer knows what inputs were sent to (shared with) each of the
collaborators.
Each collaborator knows what inputs to use for their part of the collaboration and where
those inputs are located.
The systems engineer knows about additional specialist information that the collaborator
published that they are intending to use.

23
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5.2.9 Exception Handling
Not applicable to this scenario

5.2.10 Performance Requirements and Server Level Agreements
Not applicable to this scenario

5.3 Perform Collaborative Modelling and Simulation
5.3.1 Description
Performing collaborative modelling and simulation includes:








Using methodology/process/tool to generate interim and final results from the inputs
Sharing interim results with other collaborating specialists involved in the activity. Note
the technical standards for the results are out of scope of this scenario which is
concerned with the traceability and meta-data for the results.
Recording:
o what methodology/process/tool was actually used to generate the final results
o any assumptions that were made
o any conclusions made about the results and the rationale for those conclusions
o suggestions/proposals/recommendations concerning the inputs
Preparing/selecting results and recorded information to be shared
Depending on the platform architecture, either push or pull the results and recorded
information into the customer’s platform.

Typical problem statements covered by this scenario are:






This assumption was used for this simulation/analysis
This methodology/process/tool was used for this simulation/analysis
This uncertainty was found for this simulation/analysis
This simulation/analysis result was sent as evidence for this requirement verification
If there is a change to this requirement there would be a beneficial impact on the
simulation/analysis results.

The MoSSEC standard is intended to capture all of the above types of context information, and
provide standard services to push/pull the information and data
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5.3.2 Justification
After completion of a task it is important to share contextual information associated to the task
results so that the customer/recipient can make informed judgments on, and with, those results.
See Chapter 5.3.7 for more details on this contextual information.

5.3.3 Scenario initiation
The scenario is initiated when a specialist has all the inputs needed for a task and the authority
to proceed.

5.3.4 Actors and roles of participants
The Actors and roles in this scenario are:





Collaborating modelling and simulation specialists doing the modelling and simulation
(not elaborated in this scenario)
The platforms used by specialists, depending on the collaboration architecture either:
d) Pushing the results and contextual information to the platforms used by the
systems engineers
e) Pushing the locations/identifiers for the results and contextual information to the
platforms used by the systems engineers
f) Notifying the platforms used by systems engineers that the task is complete so
that it can pull the information and data.
The platforms used by the systems engineers, depending on the collaboration
architecture either:
 Receiving and Organizing the pushed results and contextual information
according to the local data model
 Receiving and Organizing the pushed results and contextual information
locations/identifiers so they can be pulled into the local platform on demand
 Acting on a task complete notification to pull input locations and using these to
pull and organize results and contextual information into the local platform on
demand.

5.3.5 Sequence of events within activity
The events involved in doing the modelling and simulation are not elaborated in this scenario as
they are highly dependent on the task and as such not in the scope of MoSSEC. The sequence
of events for this scenario is:
1. Specialist uses the traceability to see which methodology/process/tool is planned to be
used for the task and decides if this is appropriate. If they decide to use an alternative
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then what is actually used is recorded and optionally a justification for the change. (See
also Chapter 5.4 Adapt Collaborative Modelling and Simulation methodology/process).
2. The results for the task are associated to the task along with any contextual information
e.g. who did the task, any assumptions used, any conclusions/observations/suggestions
that can be drawn from the results.
3. The specialist then decides how much of the results data and contextual information is to
be shared.
4. The specialist’s platform then shares the results data and contextual information (see
Chapter 5.3.4 above for more details)

5.3.6 Internal decision points
The specialist engineer decides on whether to use the proposed methodology/process/tool or if
there are others more suitable. There are then decisions made in the course of the modelling
and simulation that are out of scope for this scenario. Finally the specialist engineer decides on
how much of the results data and contextual information is to be shared with other collaborators
and with the systems engineers (customer).

5.3.7 Information flows
The information flows in this scenario are between collaborators platforms and the systems
engineer’s platform, and depend on the collaboration architecture and privacy policy. They can
include:











Results data
Who generated the results data
Methodology/process/tool used to generate the results
Identification of connectors inside the sub-system results that can be associated to
system interfaces and used for integration of the results for system analysis.
Justification for using alternative methodology/process/tool to that planned
Any assumptions that were made when producing the results
Any additional meta-data associated to the results e.g. uncertainty, maturity, sensitivity,
robustness, fidelity, confidence and risks.
Any conclusions that can be drawn from the results with respect to the input
requirements e.g. verification status (failed, insufficient evidence, qualitative estimates,
logical proof, Quantitative proof etc.)
Any emergent requirements.

5.3.8 Scenario results
The results from this scenario are that the system engineer can see in their platform, how the
results were generated, who by, and any other contextual information that the collaborator
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shared (See Chapter 5.3.7 above for more details). The collaborator has the full contextual
information linked to the results in their platform for future reference.

5.3.9 Exception Handling
Not applicable to this scenario

5.3.1 Performance Requirements and Server Level Agreements
Not applicable to this scenario

5.4 Adapt Collaborative Modelling and Simulation
methodology/process
5.4.1 Description
To adapt a collaborative modelling and simulation methodology/process it is first necessary to
be able to understand what results (and in what format) a methodology/process/tool [capability]
can produce and what inputs are needed for it to produce those results, including validated input
ranges, expected fidelity of results etc. This is the input/output specification for the capability
and can be defined using MoSSEC Business Objects in association with technical standards.
Assuming that the methodology/process is being controlled by a “MoSSEC enabled” server
platform and the new capability is a “MoSSEC enabled” client, then the server needs to
authorize authentication and access rights for the client to be able push/pull inputs and results
to/from the server platform. If the server platform already supports the technical standards, it
can use the published capability input/output specification to integrate the capability without the
need to develop a custom interface, and the new capability will included in the traceability web.
This scenario assumes that the new capability is already installed in the IT system and can be
accessed by the platform.
As listed in Chapter 3.3 Cross-Platform Standard Interfaces above, the typical problem
statements for this scenario are:





Modelling and Simulation Specialist: I want to change my process to call the latest
capability from my platform without having to wait for someone to integrate it
M&T Architect: I want platforms and tools to be able to communicate using an
internationally recognized standard so that I do not have to maintain a multitude of
platform interfaces, and am not tied into one platform.
Capability Vendor: I want engineers to be able to plug my new capability into their
platform without my having to write an interface to that platform
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Platform Vendor: I don’t want to have to use my valuable software development
team to write interfaces when they would be better used enhancing the platform

5.4.2 Justification
It is necessary for methods and processes to be able to adapt to use alternative or new best-inclass capabilities. For this to be agile and maintainable it must be possible to rapidly add the
capabilities to a platform and incorporate them into the traceability web without the need for
developing custom interfaces for either the platform or the capability.

5.4.3 Scenario initiation
Publishing of a new capability that could improve a methodology/process, or acknowledgement
that a methodology/process needs to be improved and searching for a suitable new capability.

5.4.4 Actors and roles of participants
The Actors and roles in this scenario are:




Capability owner: publishing the input/output specification for the “MoSSEC enabled”
capability
“MoSSEC enabled” Platform administrator: providing authentication and access rights
for the capability.
Methodology/process owner: adapting the methodology/process to use the new
capability

5.4.5 Sequence of events within activity
This scenario assumes that the new capability is already installed in the IT system and can be
accessed by the platform. Also it assumes that the specialist is already familiar with the new
capability as the input/output specification is available from another platform. The procedure for
authorizing the use of the capability is out of scope for this scenario. The sequence of events is:
1. The specialist reviews the input/output specification (defined using MoSSEC Business
Objects) for the capability and sees that it is suitable for use in another
methodology/process that is controlled by a platform for which the capability is not yet
available.
2. The platform administrator provides authentication and grants access rights to the
capability to enable it to push/pull information and data to/from the platform. This
assumes:
a. The IT architecture includes single-sign-on and the specialist already has
authentication for the capability, no modifications are needed to the capability
b. The platform already supports the technical standards capability data.
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3. The specialist then adapts their methodology/process to use the new capability.

5.4.6 Internal decision points
The specialist engineer decides on whether to use the proposed capability for the
methodology/process or if there are others more suitable.

5.4.7 Information flows
The information flows in this scenario are:






Input specification for a capability, including the range that:
o Are valid for the desired outputs
o Have been tested for the desired outputs
Output specification for a capability including:
o Technical standard used for the output
o Other contextual data that can be output (see Chapter 5.3.7 above)
Publication of a new version for the methodology/process that includes the new
capability.

5.4.8 Scenario results
The results for the scenario are a new capability available in the platform that can be added or
swapped into an existing methodology/process, without having to develop custom interfaces for
either the platform or the capability (assuming that both are already “MoSSEC enabled” and that
the platform already supports the technical standard for the input/output data).

5.4.9 Exception Handling
Not applicable to this scenario

5.4.1 Performance Requirements and Server Level Agreements
Not applicable to this scenario

5.5 Reviewing Collaborative Modelling and Simulation results
5.5.1 Description
Reviewing collaborative modelling and simulation includes:


Opening the results to see if they are to the expected standard and if there is anything
unexpected.
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Reviewing any assumptions made to check/approve they are valid.
Reviewing any suggestions/proposals/recommendations to understand if they could be
immediately adopted or if more work needs to be done to assess their impact.

Typical problem statements covered by this scenario are:



What assumptions were used for this simulation/analysis?
If there was a change to this requirement, what else would be impacted?

The MoSSEC standard is intended to capture the above types of context information
(assumptions, approvals, justifications, traceability) and provide standard services to push/pull
the information and data

5.5.2 Justification
When working collaboratively it is important to be able to review not only the results, but also
any contextual information associated to those results before making a judgment on how to
progress further.

5.5.3 Scenario initiation
The scenario is initiated when results from collaborative work have been published along with
any contextual information.

5.5.4 Actors and roles of participants
The main actor in this scenario is the systems engineer who will be reviewing the results and
contextual information from some collaborative modelling and simulation. The modelling and
simulation specialist will be providing expert input on the assumptions, justifications and
conclusions for the results.

5.5.5 Sequence of events within activity
The sequence of events in this scenario is:
1. Systems Engineer views the details of the request and compare against what was
delivered by the modelling and simulation specialist in terms of the quality of the results,
and if they are within the bounds of what was expected. (Detailed review of the results is
out of scope of this scenario because it depends on type of modelling and simulation
being performed.) If the results are not as expected the systems engineer, with advice
from the specialist, must decide on what remedial action should be taken. This could
lead to additional work that is justified by the unexpected results.
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2. Additionally review any contextual information that is associated to the results. For
example approve any assumptions that were made, or decide on remedial action if the
assumptions are not valid.
3. The results may include recommendations for example to modify a requirement. The
systems engineer will use the traceability to see what else is impacted by that
requirement, and make a judgment as to whether the change can be accepted in its
entirety, partially, or whether further investigation work needs to be undertaken.

5.5.6 Internal decision points
The internal decision points are:




Are the results of the expected quality and within the expected bounds? If not what
remedial action should be set in motion?
Is the results contextual information valid (e.g. assumptions)? If not what remedial action
should be set in motion?
What would be impacted by the recommendations, and can they be adopted
immediately or is further work needed?

5.5.7 Information flows
The information flows in this scenario are within the systems engineer’s platform which may
need to pull information from other platforms (e.g. modelling and simulation specialist platforms)
to satisfy queries:





Quality levels requested for results
Quality information for received results
Contextual information for received results (e.g. assumptions, margins, uncertainty)
Navigation through the traceability web which may include calls on other platforms.

5.5.8 Scenario results
The results from the scenario are:



Either approved results or proposed remedial action
A decision on actions resulting from any recommendations.

5.5.9 Exception Handling
Not applicable to this scenario
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5.5.10 Performance Requirements and Server Level Agreements
Not applicable to this scenario

5.6 Integrate Collaborative Modelling and Simulation results
5.6.1 Description
One of the roles of a systems engineer is to divide a system into a system-of-systems to enable
sub-system specialist to collaborate in the evolution of the system. To analyze or assess the
system as a whole the collaborative results from the sub systems need to be integrated.
Depending on the type of results this can be a complex process and is out of scope for
MoSSEC, however there are some common features with respect to the collaborative nature of
the integration that form the basis of this scenario that are within the scope of MoSSEC. These
include:



Association of the results to the appropriate place in the systems definition
Use of the system and interfaces definition to integrate the sub-system results for use in
analyzing and assessing the system-of-systems

Typical problem statements covered by this scenario are:




What results are associated to each sub-system of the system-of-systems?
Are those results suitable for the planned integration?
How do those results relate to the interface face points? (e.g. where are the handles in
the results that can be used to connect to other results)

5.6.2 Justification
To perform efficient integration of sub-systems at system level it is necessary to identify, for
each sub-system, the information and data of a type suitable for the planned integration, and
identify how it relates to the interfaces of the system breakdown.

5.6.3 Scenario initiation
The systems engineers have results from sub-systems that need to be integrated to enable
assessment and analysis at the system level.

5.6.4 Actors and roles of participants
Systems engineers using the traceability from sub-systems results (provided by the modelling
and simulation specialists) to interface definitions to assist in integration of results at system
level.
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5.6.5 Sequence of events within activity
Integration of sub-system into the system is highly dependent on the technical content of what is
being integrated which is out of scope for MoSSEC. Instead this sequence of events relates to
the collaborative aspects of the integration:
1. Identify the sub systems to integrate and using the traceability web, locate the
associated results.
2. With the assistance of the traceability between the interfaces definition and the results
model elements integrate the results (traceability is in scope, integration out of scope).
3. Associate the integrated results with the system.

5.6.6 Internal decision points
There are no internal decision points with respect to collaboration and the context information.
There are many decision points with respect to the integration of the results that are out of
scope for MoSSEC.

5.6.7 Information flows
The information flows in this scenario are within the systems engineer’s platform which may
need to pull information from other platforms to satisfy queries:





Read links between level n+1 system elements and results
Read links between level n+1 system interface elements and results elements
Pull results data (possibly from other platforms)
Associate integrated results data with
o Level n+1 results data (i.e. the inputs used)
o Level n system and interface elements (i.e. what it represents)

5.6.8 Scenario results
The results from this scenario are the integrated results linked to the system they are
representing, and linked to the sub-system results that were used in the integration.

5.6.9 Exception Handling
Not applicable to this scenario

5.6.10 Performance Requirements and Server Level Agreements
Not applicable to this scenario
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5.7 Evaluate Collaborative Modelling and Simulation results
5.7.1 Description
The scope of MoSSEC is to be able to support the evaluation of collaborative modelling and
simulation results. The actual comparisons and evaluations are in the realm of the technical
standards and so out of scope for MoSSEC. The scenario includes:





The ability to review the results at a high level, but also to be able to use the traceability
information to drill down for more detail
The ability to understand the limits of a comparison (e.g. is it like-with-like) and what is
being compared. For example to compare several sets of results from a trade study or
to compare results against a baseline.
Making and recording decisions about what to continue retain and what to discard,
including associating evidence that supports those decisions.

Typical problem statements covered by this scenario are:




What specialist results were used to generate this figure of merit?
What is the delta of the inputs/methods that were used for this three-way comparison?
This decision to reject this option was based on the results for the option in comparison
to the equivalent for the baseline

The MoSSEC standard is intended to capture the above types of context information, and
provide standard services to push/pull the information and data

5.7.2 Justification
When using synthesized results as a way to assess the difference between options, it is
important to be able to access the specialist results to be able to explore why a particular value
is manifested. Having reviewed the results and made decisions, the rationale needs to be
communicated to others in the collaboration context, and the traceability captured so as identify
which decisions should be reviewed when technology changes in the future. An example could
be if a methodology that was used to support a positive decision becomes suspect, or if a new
technology is matured meaning a negative decision should be reviewed.

5.7.3 Scenario initiation
This scenario is initiated when a study has reached the point where sufficient results are
available to enable a comparison.
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5.7.4 Actors and roles of participants
Systems engineers will be reviewing synthesized results and where needed the detailed
results..
Modelling and Simulation Specialists will be providing expert advice on the detailed results
supporting the synthesized results.
The specialists’ platforms will be requesting and sending results data on demand.

5.7.5 Sequence of events within activity
This scenario assumes that synthesized results with traceability to their source specialist data
and information are available in the collaborating platforms, domains and organizations.
The sequence of events is:
1. The systems engineer reviews the synthesized results from several options in their
platform
 E.g. noticing that some are significantly different from the norm
2. For results of interest the system engineer recalls the supporting specialist results which
may involve retrieval from another platform. This may also include interpretation
expertise from Modelling and Simulation specialists.
 E.g. For one that significantly better than the others, the systems engineer
reviews the assumptions and discovers that it is not valid, and that the same
assumption was made for other results.
3. The systems engineer makes a decision on which to keep and which to discard,
recording the rationale and associating evidence that supports the decision.
 E.g. the decision is made to discard the options where the results were based on
the invalid assumption, and a justification for the negative decision is recorded
linking the option and the invalid assumption.
4. The systems engineer reviews decisions that were made at an earlier date
 E.g. sometime in the future a new technology is at sufficient maturity for inclusion
in the product. This is expected to improve a negative characteristic. All the
decisions where this characteristic was a contributing factor are recalled for
review.

5.7.6 Internal decision points
There are no internal decision points with respect to collaboration.
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5.7.7 Information flows
The information flows in this scenario are within the systems engineer’s platform which may
need to pull information from other platforms to satisfy queries:



Read associations between synthesized and detailed results and information, leading to
recall of the information and results data.
Decisions with associations to supporting evidence for the decisions.

5.7.8 Scenario results
The results from the scenario are:



Decisions in which there is more confidence due to the access to the supporting
detailed analysis data.
Decisions that can be understood at a later date due to the links to their supporting
evidence.

5.7.9 Exception Handling
Not applicable to this scenario

5.7.10 Performance Requirements and Server Level Agreements
Not applicable to this scenario
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6. Business Scenario models
This chapter contains an extract from the SysML model for the MoSSEC use cases.

6.1 Package: TopLevelUsecases

Figure:UC_TopLevel

UseCase: Initiate Study

6.1.1

Usecase

Comment

Extended By

Review Study

When initiating a study, may need to review a previous study

Extended By

Evaluate Study

When initiating a study, may need to evaluate a previous study

UseCase: Prepare Study

6.1.2

Usecase
Extended By

Add Study Context

Extended By

Add Study Rationale

Extended By

Add Study Objectives

Extended By

Add Study Constraints

Extended By

Add Study Concepts

Extended By

Identify Inputs

Extended By

Prepare Study Tasks

6.1.3

Comment

UseCase: Perform Study
Usecase

Include

Recieve
Instruction

Include

Perform Task

Comment
Task
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Include

Record Results

Include

Send Task Results

Extended Recieve
By
Results

Task
as part of the perform, can optionally elaborate more on the tasks of the study.
Study This could be elaborating ad-hoc tasks with formal tasks at the start of the perform.
This could be adding new tasks part way through the perform (e.g. if the original tasks had
insufficient accuracy for the desired output quality)

Extended Prepare
By
Tasks

UseCase: Adapt Study

6.1.4

Usecase
Extended By

Comment

Prepare Study Tasks

Part of adapting the study would be to add/update/remove tasks

UseCase: Review Study

6.1.5

Data – is it what I expect, how was it done
reviewing verifications – what conclusions were drawn
Usecase
Extend

Initiate Study

Comment

When initiating a study, may need to review a previous study

Extended By

Display Results

Extended By

Approve Results

UseCase: Integrate Study

6.1.6

Usecase
Extended By

Integrate Alternatives

Extended By

Integrate Sub Systems

6.1.7

UseCase: Evaluate Study
Usecase

Extend

Comment

Initiate Study

Comment
When initiating a study, may need to evaluate a previous study

6.2 Package: InitiateStudyUseCases

Figure:UC_Initiate_Study
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6.3 Package: PrepareStudyUseCases
used <<extend>> because all these are optional, at least at the start of the preparation

Figure:UC_Prepare_Study
6.3.1

UseCase: Add Study Context

Add the WBS context to the study
e.g. part of a larger set of studies, where the parent study looking at several other aspects.
e.g. continuation from a previous study that showed promising results
Usecase
Extend
6.3.2

Comment

Prepare Study

UseCase: Add Study Rationale

Add justification for the study, why is the study being performed with reference to other items as needed
e.g. a previous study showed this material had benefits
Usecase
Comment
Extend
6.3.3

Prepare Study

UseCase: Add Study Objectives

What is expected from the study e.g. reduce weight by 10% without increasing manufacturing cost by more than 5%, with 95% confidence level
e.g. develop more acurate simulation method
e.g. compute thermal behavior of equipment
e.g. perform consistency check
e.g. integrate sub-system behavior models into system behavior model
etc
Usecase
Comment
Extend

Prepare Study
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6.3.4

UseCase: Add Study Constraints

Add invariants to the study (these behave the same as objectives)
e.g. geometrical boundary unchanged
e.g. without increasing manufacturing cost by more than 5%
Generalization: Add Study Objectives
Usecase
Extend
6.3.5

Prepare Study

UseCase: Add Study Concepts

Concepts (variables) – what is to be investigated
e.g. look at a new type of material (for which we currently don’t have analysis methods)
Usecase
Extend
6.3.6

Comment

Comment

Prepare Study

UseCase: Identify Inputs

Itentify the inputs
e.g. geom to be investigated, material specification
Usecase
Extend

Prepare Study

Extend

Prepare Study Tasks

6.3.7

Comment

UseCase: Identify Collaborators

Identify the collaborator(s). This is intended to extend other usecases (i.e. is optional)
Usecase
Comment
Extend

Prepare Task

Optionally identify who is to perform the task
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6.4 Package: PerformStudyUseCases

Figure:UC_Perform_Study
6.4.1

UseCase: Recieve Task Instruction

Recieve or Pull: inputs, objectives, methods etc
6.4.2

UseCase: Perform Task

6.4.3

UseCase: Record Results

Return results (or link to the results) – e.g. files/url/KPI plus verification of weight reqt, verification of confidence reqt, and manf
reqt.
Usecase
Comment
Extended By Record Result files
Extended By Record Results KPI
Extended By Record Results Verification
Extended By Record Assumptions

populate any assumptions that were made during the performing of the task

Extended By Record Conclusions
6.4.4

UseCase: Record Result files

Uploading or linking the requested files for the results
Usecase
Extend
6.4.5

Comment

Record Results

UseCase: Record Results KPI

Populating the requested key performance indicators
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Usecase
Extend
6.4.6

Comment

Record Results

UseCase: Record Results Verification

Populating whether the requirements/objectives were met. Note: this could be negative results – e.g. material will only reduce
weight by 7%
Usecase
Comment
Extend
6.4.7

Record Results

UseCase: Record Assumptions

Recording any assumptions
Usecase

Comment

Extend Record Results

populate any assumptions that were made during the performing of the task

Extend Prepare Study Tasks

Recording assumptions made when preparing the study tasks

6.4.8

UseCase: Record Conclusions

Recording:
- any conclusions made about the results and the rationale for those conclusions
- any suggestions/proposals/recommendations concerning the inputs
i.e.. justifications
Usecase
Extend
6.4.9

Comment

Record Results

UseCase: Send Task Results

Push or allow pull of results, including files, KPI, assumptions, verifications, conclusions etc
6.4.10

UseCase: Recieve Task Results

Pull or allow push of results, including files, KPI, assumptions, verifications, conclusions etc
Usecase
Extend

Comment

Perform Study
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6.5 Package: AdaptStudyUseCases

Figure:UC_Adapt_Study
6.5.1

UseCase: Prepare Study Tasks

adding tasks (e.g. things to calculate) to the study.
These could be known tasks (e.g. from templates) or ad-hoc tasks where the process is unknown
Also can optionally review the tasks with the collaborators
Usecase
Comment
Extend

Prepare Study

Extend

Perform Study

as part of the perform, can optionally elaborate more on the tasks of the study.
This could be elaborating ad-hoc tasks with formal tasks at the start of the perform.
This could be adding new tasks part way through the perform (e.g. if the original tasks had
insufficient accuracy for the desired output quality)

Extend

Adapt Study

Part of adapting the study would be to add/update/remove tasks

Extended
Identify Inputs
By
Extended
Record Assumptions
By

Recording assumptions made when preparing the study tasks

Extended
Prepare Ad-hoc task
By
Extended
Prepare Formal task
By
Extended Review
Tasks
By
Collaborators

with
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6.5.2

UseCase: Prepare Task
Usecase

Include

Identify SE context for expected results

Include

Identify Task Expected Results

Extended By

Identify Collaborators

6.5.3

Comment

Optionally identify who is to perform the task

UseCase: Prepare Ad-hoc task

Prepare hoc-task, i.e. add a new task or update an previously added task
e.g. create new design suitable for new material, + calculate weight task + calculate manufacturing cost task i.e. This includes
geometrical model of new design, and a maufacturing simulation, and a structural analysis
For an ad-hoc task the precise method for generating the expect results is not declared (or unknown)
Generalization: Prepare Task
Usecase
Comment
Extend
6.5.4

Prepare Study Tasks

UseCase: Prepare Formal task

Preparing (adding new or updating previously added) known tasks to a study, e.g. from a template, or formal processes for
virtual testing
This is to include details of the method etc (i.e. how the results are to be generated)
Generalization: Prepare Task
Usecase
Comment
Include

Identify Task Method

Extend

Prepare Study Tasks

6.5.5

UseCase: Review Tasks with Collaborators

review the tasks with the identified collaborators and update/add as necessary
Usecase
Extend
6.5.6

Comment

Prepare Study Tasks

UseCase: Identify SE context for expected results

Identification of the System Engineering context for the expected results.
e.g. the equipment in an architecture where a behavior model is to be generated.
e.g. the sub-system or component where KPIs are to be calculated
6.5.7

UseCase: Identify Task Expected Results

Identification of the type of results expected from the task, e.g. the type of analysis, the KPIs + units, whether uncertainty is to be
reported
6.5.8

UseCase: Identify Task Method

How the task is to be preformed. e.g. the procedure, method, tool, solver etc that are to be used.
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6.6 Package: ReviewStudyUseCases

Figure:UC_Review_Study
6.6.1

UseCase: Display Results

Opening the results to see if they are to the expected standard and if there is anything unexpected.
Reviewing any assumptions
Reviewing any suggestions/proposals/recommendations to understand if they could be immediately adopted or if more work
needs to be done to assess their impact
Usecase
Comment
Extend
6.6.2

Review Study

UseCase: Approve Results

This could be approving the results data, any assumptions that were made.
This could be a status of passed of failed (i.e. not approved)
Usecase
Extend

Comment

Review Study

6.7 Package: IntegrateStudyUseCases

Figure:UC_Integrate_Study
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6.7.1

UseCase: Integrate Alternatives

E.g. two parallel studies had conflicting conclusions (e.g. have 15 ribs (cheaper) vs have 20 ribs (stronger))
Options:
- Select one of alternatives and record rationale for select / discard
- Select compromise and decide on work needed to progress further (e.g. which analysis need to be re-run)
Usecase
Comment
Extend
6.7.2

Integrate Study

UseCase: Integrate Sub Systems
Usecase

Extend

Comment

Integrate Study

6.8 Package: EvaluateStudyUseCases

Figure:UC_Evaluate_Study
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Appendix A: AIA EEIC - Delivering eBusiness Solutions
Approach
The standard AIA EEIC [Aerospace Industries Association – Electronic Enterprise Integration
Committee][1] approach to delivering eBusiness Solutions is to document business scenarios
and then to identify suitable components from the available business processes, standards and
frameworks in order to produce solutions. This is shown in Figure 6 below.

Figure 6 AIA EEIC Approach [2]

The basic process for delivering a business solution is based on the definition of a particular
requirement for a business process or interaction, described in sufficient detail to allow
agreement by subject matter experts on the validity of the scenario and the identification by the
EEIC of the necessary eBusiness components required to meet the business need.
A scenario should contain the following information:


Name - meaningful title



Description of the problem/requirement, and the business justification for action
Integrated process diagram – business user view containing:


Scenario initiation - what starts it?



Actors – roles of participants shown in "swim lanes"
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Sequence of events within activity



Controls – external influences/constraints



Internal decision points



Information flows – using existing components if possible


Repositories



"Master data"



Scenario results – range of possible outcomes and output



Exception handling

The scenario defines the processes and information flows required, and existing scenario
components may be reused in order to simplify the development of common solutions.
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